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Abstract: A physiodispenser is a specialized dental drill that is designed to prepare the implant site in the 
jawbone during the dental implant placement procedure. The use of a physiodispenser is important because 
it ensures that the implant site is properly prepared and the implant is placed with precision and accuracy. 
It cut bone very efficiently with controlled torch, speed and gear. There is constant saline irrigation system 
which washed away wash the bone debris and blood and also act as coolant. So after surgery patient will 
not get pain and swelling. It has very low noise, comfortable for patient. The physiodispenser is key 
technology in implant dentistry. The Physio-Dispenser is a device enabling us to embed the implants into 
the bone. Its main advantage is that, compared to standard dental sets of instruments, almost every part of 
the dispenser can be sterilized, which prevents spreading of infection into the operation wound. It allows 
bone surgery at low speed becomes extremely safe and patients will typically not get any swelling after 
surgery. It uses a combination of high-speed rotary motion and gentle oscillation to create precise, 
controlled channels in the bone for the dental implant to be placed. The oscillation feature helps to minimize 
damage to the surrounding bone tissue and increase the accuracy of the implant placement. 
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1. Introduction 
 
A physiodispenser is indeed a medical device used in dentistry. It is designed specifically for 
drilling during dental procedures, allowing for precise and controlled movements.  
A physiodispenser typically has adjustable speed settings to accommodate different drilling needs 
during dental procedures. The speed can be controlled by the dentist or technician operating the 
device.  
Regarding the drill itself, it is usually a specially designed bur or bit that is used for drilling into 
the bone during dental implant placement. These drills are typically made of high-quality materials 
and come in various sizes to accommodate different implant sizes. 
In this study we will show you some different types of physiodispensers and advantages and 
disadvantages of using the physiodispenser, also the specifics about it.  
 
In dental implantology, a physiodispenser is commonly used to prepare the site where the dental 
implant will be placed. It allows for precise and controlled drilling into the bone, ensuring the 
implant is securely and accurately positioned. The use of a physiodispenser helps minimize trauma 
to the surrounding tissues and promotes faster healing. 
 

2. Advantages 
 
 The surgical handpiece is like a superhero, swooping in to save the day, and its precision and 
power. It allows dentist to perform implant procedures with ease and accuracy, ensuring that those 
implants go in just right. One of the main benefits of surgical handpiece is versatility. It can be 
used of a variety of tasks during the implant procedure, from drilling the pilot hole to shaping the 
bone. It’s like have the Swiss army knife in the dentist’s hand.  
Another advantage is the speed and the efficiency. It brings to the table. With the surgical 
handpiece, dentists can complete the procedures in a fraction of the time compared to the 
traditional manual methods.  
 

2.1.Disadvantages 
 
Like any superhero, the surgical handpiece has its kryptonite. One of the main concerns is the heat 
generated during the drilling process. This heat has potentially damaged the surrounding tissue if 
not managed properly. So dentists need to be mindful and take precautions to prevent any 
unwanted heat-related complications.  
Another drawback is the noise. The sound of a dental handpiece can be a bit unnerving for some 
patients. It’s like a dental symphony but not everyone is a fan of that particular tune, (14) 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

2.2.Types of physiodispensers 
  
There are several types of physiodispensers used in dental implantology, each with its own features 
and advantages. Here are a few examples: 
 
1. Surgical Handpiece: This is the most common type of physiodispenser. It is a handheld device 
that connects to the dental unit and is used to prepare the implant site by drilling into the bone. 
 
2. Piezoelectric Handpiece: This type of physiodispenser uses ultrasonic vibrations to cut through 
the bone. It is particularly useful in delicate procedures where precision is crucial, as it minimizes 
trauma to the surrounding tissues. 
 
3. Electric Handpiece: These physiodispensers are powered by an electric motor, allowing for more 
controlled and precise drilling. They often come with adjustable speed settings to accommodate 
different surgical needs. 
 
4. Implant Motors: Implant motors are more advanced physiodispensers that offer a range of 
features. They typically provide torque control, speed adjustment, and preset drilling protocols. 
Some models even have integrated cooling systems to reduce heat generation during surgery. 
 
The main difference between these physiodispensers lies in their power source and functionality. 
While all of them serve the purpose of drilling the implant site, their specific features cater to 
different clinical demands and preferences. 
We’ve got electric ones, the air-driven ones, and eve the ultrasonic ones. It’s like a dental tool 
extravaganza. The electronic physiodispensers are the Energizer bunnies of the dental world. The 
keep going and going, providing the consistent and reliable power source for those implant 
procedures.no need to worry about running out of juice mid-operation. On the other hand we have 
the air-driven physiodispensers. These are like the dental equivalent of a turbocharged engine. The 
deliver high speed rotation, making implant procedures a breeze.  
And let’s not forget the ultrasonic physiodispensers. These futuristic tools use ultrasonic vibrations 
to create precise and controlled movements. It’s like they’re preforming the dental symphony.  
Now when it come for advantages for these physiodispensers it’s all about efficiency and accuracy. 
The make the implant process faster and more precise, ensuring that your pearly whites are in good 
hands. With their different features, these physiodisopensers allow dentist to customize their 
approach based on a patient’s needs. It’s like having a dental toolbox with all the right tools for 
the job, (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.3. Specifics for some physiodispensers 
 
1.The Surgic Pro2 
 
Wireless pedal control 
 
Bluetooth connectivity allows you to choose the optimal position without worrying about the 
length of the cable. The foot control is 400 g lighter than the previous model (including the 
hangar), which makes it easier to set up. You can focus on healing. 
“Coolant Flow Volume Button”, “Program Button” and “Forward / Reverse Button” can be 
customized with 3 installed buttons that allow the operator to select the desired operation mode. 
In the energy-efficient power supply, 3 AAA batteries are used, which last about 6 months. A 
signal light shows when the batteries are running low. 
Connectable to the ultrasound system "VarioSurg 3" 
 
The Surgic Pro2 can easily be connected to the NSK VariosSurg 3 ultrasound surgical system by 
adding our Bluetooth connection module. Using the NSK connection stand, two units can be 
safely stacked to save space. 
One foot control 
You can easily switch between Surgic Pro2 and VarioSurg 3 for improved flexibility and 
workflow. 
Compatible with iPad 
 
Installing a dedicated app and connecting an iPad to the control unit allows detailed procedural 
data to be displayed in real-time, such as rotational speed and torque range. 
Process data can also be saved. Data can also be displayed and saved when connected to the Osseo 
100+. Data management on the traceability of procedural details allows tailoring of implant 
treatment to individual patients. 
Visibility is significantly improved by the high-resolution color LED 
 
The use of a high-resolution color LED screen allows the blood and gums to be seen as if they 
were naturally lit, providing increased visibility during treatment. The LED light source generates 
a minimal amount of heat and has an excellent life expectancy. 
 
2.Surgic pro’2 
Technology and functions 
• LCD touch screen 
• Visibility is guaranteed by the large, high-contrast LCD screen with backlight. 



• The screen can be adjusted in 10 brightness levels. Intuitive and easy-to-understand screen icons 
enable smooth operation. 
Simple interface and clean screen 
• Touchpad sensitivity can be adjusted to reliably respond when using surgical gloves and surgical 
barriers. 
• Extremely narrow screen bezel makes cleaning easier. 
• The new design takes into account the latest requirements for the treatment and control of cross-
infections. 
Quiet and smooth irrigation pump 
 
The irrigation pump provides a consistent and constant flow that works quietly in the background. 
Setting up the irrigation tubing is quick and easy, and the pump fits seamlessly into the Surgic 
Pro2's compact and elegant design, (2) 
 

3. Conclusion 
 
When it comes to physiodispenser, these nifty gadgets play a crucial role in dental implant 
procedures. Think of them as the superheroes of the dental world, swooping in to save the day with 
the features and advantages. The use of a physiodispenser is important because it ensures that the 
implant site is properly prepared and the implant is placed with precision and accuracy. It cut bone 
very efficiently with controlled torch, speed and gear. There is constant saline irrigation system 
which washed away wash the bone debris and blood and also act as coolant. So after surgery 
patient will not get pain and swelling. It has very low noise, comfortable for patient. The 
physiodispenser is key technology in implant dentistry. 
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